CP Secure Threat Management

Defend against evasion attacks, improve network availability, and protect sensitive data

CP Secure Threat Management is a comprehensive intrusion protection system (IPS) and intrusion detection system (IDS) powered by Trend Micro’s industry leading DPI engine. CP Secure Threat Management can be deployed instantly through Cradlepoint NetCloud Manager providing multi-functional and single-pass deep packet inspection (DPI) scanning with optimized notification alerts. Intelligent automatic signature updates ensure constant protection with minimal data usage.

When combined with the cloud-managed Cradlepoint AER and COR series routers, enterprises have the ability to:

- **Increase Network Availability.** Provide network-wide, distributed protection from many attacks, exploits, worms, & viruses.
- **Simplify Management.** Eliminate the need for standalone IPS devices at distributed locations.
- **Increase Visibility.** Identify applications, devices, threats and vulnerabilities on the network.
- **Protect Data.** Prevent breaches while enabling regulatory PCI Compliance 3.0

**FEATURES:**

- IPS/IDS engine with deep visibility to network packets for powerful protection against both server- & client-side vulnerabilities
- Signature matching from Trend Micro’s large data-base of known threats
- Malware protection
- Intelligent, automatic signature updates that ensure constant protection
- Anomaly traffic detection & prevention
- Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

Learn more: cradlepoint.com/threatmanagement